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High energy x-ray diffraction measurements of pure amorphous Ge were made and its radial

distribution function (RDF) was determined at high resolution, revealing new information on the atomic

structure of amorphous semiconductors. Fine structure in the second peak in the RDF provides evidence

that a fraction of third neighbors are closer than some second neighbors; taking this into account leads to a

narrow distribution of tetrahedral bond angles, ð8:5� 0:1Þ�. A small peak which appears near 5 Å upon

thermal annealing shows that some ordering in the dihedral bond-angle distribution takes place during

structural relaxation. Extended range order is detected (in both a-Ge and a-Si) which persists to beyond

20 Å, and both the periodicity and its decay length increase upon thermal annealing. Previously, the effect

of structural relaxation was only detected at intermediate range, involving reduced tetrahedral bond-angle

distortions. These results enhance our understanding of the atomic order in continuous random networks

and place significantly more stringent requirements on computer models intending to describe these

networks, or their alternatives which attempt to describe the structure in terms of an arrangement of

paracrystals.
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Much effort, both experimental and theoretical, has been
aimed at developing a complete understanding of the
atomic structure of amorphous silicon (a-Si) and germa-
nium (a-Ge). This is fueled by the significant role of a-Si
as a material with beneficial properties as a solar cell or in
microelectronics, and because a-Si and a-Ge are funda-
mentally examples of single element covalent bond amor-
phous semiconductors. Recently, TEM [1], Raman [2], and
x-ray scattering [3] in conjunction with carefully prepared
samples produced ever more subtle detail to our under-
standing of the local and intermediate-range structure of
this fundamental amorphous system. While in other, less
elemental, amorphous materials ordering on an extended
length scale has been observed [4], no such ordering has
been detected in a-Si or a-Ge, and the interplay between
such extended ordering and structural relaxation is com-
pletely unknown.

In this work we present results from high energy x-ray
diffraction with high-resolution pair distribution function
analyses of as-implanted and annealed amorphous germa-
nium that address both the intermediate (2nd and 3rd
neighbors) and extended range ordering.

The short-range order in a-Si [5] and a-Ge [2,6,7] is
believed to approximate a fully fourfold-coordinated con-
tinuous random network (CRN). In spite of the close resem-
blance between short-range order in the crystal and
amorphous phases, the intermediate-range order (2nd and
3rd neighbors) is so different that in the radial distribution
function (RDF) no clear peak is found at a position corre-
sponding to the 3rd neighbor distance of the crystalline

phase. Since the tetrahedral bond is stiff both in bond length
and in direction, the lack of order beyond 2nd neighbors
must be attributed to a wide distribution in dihedral angles.
Figure 1 displays, schematically, 8 atoms and the bonds

between them. The double arrow indicates a tetrahedral
angle. The atoms marked ‘‘3’’ are 3rd neighbors of the
atom marked ‘‘0,’’ and a dihedral rotation (colored arrows)
spins atoms ‘‘3’’ around the dashed circle. A uniform
distribution of dihedral angles results in a nonuniform
distribution of 3rd neighbor distances with relatively sharp
peaks near the shortest and longest possible 3rd neighbor
distance [6]. Moreover, some of the nearest 3rd neighbors
can be closer than some 2nd neighbors. Resolving
the structure in the second peak in the RDF due to

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic representation of bonding in
fourfold-coordinated amorphous semiconductors. Only eight
connected atoms are depicted with arrows indicating possible
tetrahedral and dihedral bond-angle variations.
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contributions from 2nd and 3rd neighbors requires an
experimental resolution of 0.1 Å, which in turn requires a
diffraction experiment with a maximum Q range of

30 �A�1 or more. In this Letter, we describe the principal
results of such an experiment.

Pieces of crystalline Ge (c-Ge) wafers were held at
liquid nitrogen temperature and ion implanted with Ge
ions (0.5–40 MeV; 0:1–2:5� 1014 ions=cm2), resulting in
a dense and pure layer of a-Ge extending from the surface
to a depth of 10 �m [8]. One sample was annealed under
argon for 10 min at 365 �C. The samples were protected
by an etch-resistant mask which left an opening, on the
backside only, of 5� 5 mm2 at the center of the 4 cm2

square pieces. A chemical etch removed the c-Ge until
only the a-Ge remained in the central area, supported by
the surrounding material, thus creating a framed membrane
window ideal for x-ray diffraction in transmission geome-
try. Because of variations in etching speed, the thickness of
the membranes as measured by Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy varied from 8.76 to 9:65 �m. Both sides of
the sample were analyzed by elastic recoil detection–time
of flight [9] which detected no impurities and by Raman
spectroscopy which established that the membranes were
fully amorphous. Upon initial x-ray measurements, small
Bragg peaks were found which varied in intensity as differ-
ent positions on the samples were probed. The membranes
were reimplanted, again at liquid nitrogen temperature,
this time from both sides and at ion fluxes not exceeding
100 nA=cm2 in order to avoid beam heating. After this
treatment (and repeating the thermal anneal and the Raman
verification) the samples were found to contain no more
traces of crystalline remnants giving rise to Bragg peaks.

The x-ray diffraction measurements were carried out at
the A2 station of CHESS synchrotron using monochro-
matic 60 keV x rays and a five-element Ge detector
mounted on the 2� arm of a four-circle Huber diffractome-

ter enabling an accessible Q range up to 55 �A�1. The
samples were mounted in the vacuum (better than
10�5 torr) of a closed cycle helium cryostat and main-
tained at 10 K during the diffraction experiments. A five-
channel lead sheet flight tube with tantalum slits at both
ends was used to transport the scattered radiation from the
sample to the detector, each element offset by 1.5 mm and
therefore covering a small range of 5 differentQ values for
each diffractometer angle. At each angle of an extensive
�–2� scan, each detector measured and recorded a full
energy spectrum which allowed us to separate the elastic
from the Compton scattering.

All experimental data were corrected for background,
dead time, polarization, illuminated volume, visible vol-
ume, and Compton scattering and divided by the atomic
form factor [10]. The SðQÞ data (not shown here) are
characterized by a complete absence of sharp Bragg peaks
and, comparing the curves for as-implanted and annealed
a-Ge, are seen to exhibit a slight sharpening upon thermal

annealing. The amplitudes of the broad oscillations rapidly
decrease with Q but remain visible in the interference

function,QðSðQÞ � 1Þ even beyond 40 �A�1. Fourier trans-
forms were applied to the interference functions. In some
cases, the points were calculated only for r values that
satisfied r ¼ n�=Qmax (n ¼ 1; 2; 3 . . . ), known as sam-
pling [11]. Fourier transformations directly yield the cor-
responding pair distribution functions GðrÞ (PDF), and
from these one can calculate the radial distribution func-
tions [JðrÞ, RDF] using an average density of ion implanted

a-Ge of 0:0435 atoms= �A3 [12].
Figure 2 shows the second peak in the RDF at seven

different values of Qmax, which is the upper limit in the
Fourier transform. Each successive curve has been pre-
sented slightly shifted upwards. AsQmax increases, so does
the spatial resolution as illustrated by the straight line
segments depicting the theoretical resolution �=Qmax for
each curve. All curves show periodic oscillations which
result from the cutoff (termination) at Qmax with a period-
icity similar to the spatial resolution. For all curves, except

the one at 15 �A�1, the main peak near 4 Å is seen to exhibit
fine structure and for the last 4 curves, it is clearly observ-
able that two peaks are present. The positions of those two
peaks are independent of Qmax, and therefore independent
of the spatial resolution, as indicated by the vertical line
segments drawn at 3.82 and 3.98 Å. Furthermore, the
separation between the two peaks becomes clearer as the
resolution improves, in contrast to the amplitudes of
the termination induced oscillations which decrease for
larger Qmax. We thus conclude that the asymmetry seen
in the second peak is real and not an artifact.
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FIG. 2. Second peak in the a-Ge (annealed) RDF for different
values of Qmax. (Curves have been offset for clarity.) Straight
segments in top right corner indicate theoretical resolution for
each of the Qmax values. Two straight and parallel vertical lines
illustrate increased visibility of fine structure in the second peak.
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We compare the RDF of annealed a-Ge (black dots) with
a theoretical curve in Fig. 3 The Fourier transformation
was executed using exponential damping so as to suppress
termination ripples which reduces the spatial resolution,
but even so the fine structure in the second peak is still
visible as a shoulder on the low-r side of the peak at 4 Å.
The theoretical curve is a composite of a Gaussian first
peak, a Gaussian representing second neighbors centered at
the low-r side of the second peak, a double peaked curve
due to third neighbors with a nearly uniform distribution of
dihedral angles (as reported for a computer model of
amorphous Si [13]) and convoluted to the same width as
the second neighbor peak, and a continuously rising curve
which is a convolution of the average density and an error
function centered near 5 Å. The average density under-
estimates the contribution of 4th and 5th neighbors leading
to the large difference between data and calculation near
5 Å. The Gaussian functions were fit to the data by three-
parameter minimization; no attempt was made to optimize
the parameters of the other components to the theoretical
curve.

From the first peak we conclude that the coordination

number C1 ¼ 3:68� 0:02, and the bond length r1 ¼
2:429� 0:001 �A. The width, with contributions from ther-

mal and static disorder, is 0:057� 0:001 �A. The second
peak was determined by fitting to the low-r flank of the
second peak, to a maximum r of 3.89 Å, and it results in a
second neighbor coordination number ofC2 ¼ 10:2� 0:3, a

second neighbor distance r2¼3:890�0:006 �A, and width of

0:223� 0:004 �A. These results were stable when the maxi-
mum range was varied between 3.81 and 3.92 Å but not
beyond. The expected coordination for a random network
withC1 ¼ 3:68would beC2 ¼ 9:87� 0:03 so that the fitted
Gaussian peak probably includes a few third neighbors. The
static disorder, taking into account the static disorder in r1,
implies a width of the tetrahedral bond-angle distribution of
only �� ¼ ð8:5� 0:1Þ�, which is significantly less than
what one would find when fitting a Gaussian to the entire
second peak, ð10:1� 0:1Þ�. For as-implanted a-Ge,
C1 ¼ 3:63� 0:03, and r1¼2:433�0:001 �A.
The agreement and lack thereof between the experimen-

tal data and the simple theory provides new and useful
information. Clearly, third neighbors contribute to the
second peak in the RDF and an unmistakable portion of
third neighbors are situated nearer than some second
neighbors. This implies that only first-principles-based
models, which calculate the electron density and permit
the identification of covalent bonds between atoms, can be
used to identify second and third neighbors. Monte Carlo
models relying on distance only to identify second and
third neighbors are less adequate in this regard. The first
significant deviation between the experimental curve and
the simple theory occurs between 4.4 and 5.1 Å, an area
that is centered on the third-neighbor distance in the cor-
responding crystal. This deviation shows that the dihedral
angle distribution is not uniform and must include a pre-
ferred dihedral angle, not observed in as-implanted a-Ge,
between 94� and 135�. Comparing the dots with the dashed
line, an increase in dihedral ordering well outside the
statistical noise can be seen upon thermal annealing; a
similar ordering was suspected to occur in a-Si [5].
Dihedral order peaked at 120� is required for, or evidence
of, 6-membered rings. The small difference between as-
implanted and relaxed a-Ge seen in Fig. 3 corresponds to
0.13 atoms, which indicates an increase in the number of
such rings by 1% (100% corresponds to the number of
rings in the fcc diamond structure). To some extent, this
ordering seems to support a paracrystalline model, but the
behavior on thermal annealing invalidates the interpreta-
tion of fluctuation electron microscopy (FEM) observa-
tions in terms of such a model [13]. Paracrystalline
models do indeed depict more dihedral order than CRN
models; however, the FEM shows that the order decreases
with annealing [14] whereas here we clearly observe an
increase.
At larger distances, the RDFs for both a-Ge and a-Si

show small subtle changes occurring upon thermal anneal-
ing: a slight sharpening of peaks and valleys in the RDF at
larger distances. The statistical noise in the RDF tends to
obscure such subtle changes. In order to bring them out, we
reduced the noise using a damped Fourier transform with

Qmax ¼ 40 �A�1 and investigate not the RDF but the PDF
which contains the variation about the average density.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Radial distribution function of relaxed
a-Ge. Measurement shown as dots (relaxed a-Ge) and dashed
line (as-implanted a-Ge). The solid lines correspond to a simple
theory where the red line is the sum of a Gaussian centered at the
nearest neighbor (not separately shown), a Gaussian centered at
the second nearest neighbor distance is shown as a green line, a
distribution of third nearest neighbors as discussed in the text
(blue line with two peaks near 4 and 6 �A), and a dash-dotted
black curve which is a convolution of the average density with an
error function.
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Figure 4 shows the extended range part of the PDFs of
both as-implanted and annealed a-Ge (top axis), the PDF
of (annealed) a-Si, and that of a 100 k atom CRN model
simulation [15] (bottom axis). All curves exhibit clearly
discernible oscillations even beyond 20 Å. The oscillations
are well described by an exponentially damped sine func-
tion. Nonlinear curve fitting was employed to extract the
characteristic period and decay length of these oscillations.
The period of the oscillations is close to 1.33 r1, which is
the height of the characteristic tetrahedron and also the
Bragg (111) spacing. Perhaps surprisingly, the period in-
creases upon thermal annealing, in a-Ge from 1:29� 0:01
to 1:35� 0:01 and in a-Si from 1:18� 0:05 to 1:29� 0:02
r1 (note that r1 remains nearly constant in both materials).

The decay length similarly increases with thermal an-
nealing, from 1:2� 0:4 to 1:8� 0:3 r1 in a-Si, and from
1:87� 0:11 to 1:89� 0:11 r1 in a-Ge. The decay length
can be taken as a quantifier for the state of relaxation of the
network, where a larger decay length is indicative of a
more homogeneous network. It thus appears that even the
as-implanted a-Ge is as relaxed as annealed a-Si. The most
relaxed material is annealed a-Ge, which is the only
material where the local order leads to observable fine
structure in the second peak. Perhaps the larger under-
coordination in a-Ge leads to a less overconstrained
network which relaxes more easily than a-Si.

The extended range density variations with a period
similar to the (111) d spacing could be taken as evidence
for paracrystallinity, or perhaps the sine function behavior
is an artifact in the data as a consequence of a Fourier

transform. However, the bottom curve in Fig. 4 corre-
sponds to the PDF of the ‘‘best’’ CRN model, 100 k atoms
large [15]. This model shows the same decaying density
oscillation, with a period of 1:20� 0:02 r1 and a decay
length of 0:89� 0:07 r1. The mere presence of the oscil-
lations in the PDF of this real-space computer model
indicates that they are intrinsic to the random network
[16]. The short decay length compared to the values ob-
served in real materials indicates that the model is appro-
priate for a network even more ‘‘unrelaxed’’ than our
as-implanted samples. It would thus be inappropriate to
compare model calculations with the experimental data
obtained on relaxed a-Si or a-Ge; instead one should
compare with data obtained on ‘‘as-implanted’’ samples.
Structural relaxation in amorphous silicon and germa-

nium has been explained in terms of two apparently mu-
tually exclusive mechanisms, namely, bond-angle ordering
[17] or defect removal [18]; experimental evidence
requires that the average atomic density and the first
neighbor distance remain constant to within a fraction of
a percent. The present observation that the average tetra-
hedron is compressed, and relaxes toward the ideal value
under thermal annealing in both amorphous Si and Ge,
offers a single and compelling scenario for structural re-
laxation that encompasses both defects and bond angles.
Consider five atoms, four of which surround a central atom
in a perfect tetrahedron (e.g., atoms 1 and 3 in Fig. 1
surrounding atom 2). By placing three atoms on a base
plane and pushing those atoms inward (reducing the radius
of the dashed red circle in Fig. 1) while maintaining the
interatomic distance, the other two atoms will move
straight upwards (to the left of Fig. 1). When the volume
of the deformed tetrahedron is thus reduced by 3%, its
height is increased from 1.33 to 1.46 bond length but three
other ‘‘heights’’ measured with respect to the other three
base planes are all reduced to 1.27 bond lengths. At the
same time, three of the tetrahedral angles have increased
by 8� and three other tetrahedral angles have decreased by
9�. The increase of the average tetrahedron size upon
structural relaxation as observed in Fig. 4 therefore implies
a local volume expansion and must be accompanied by
another mechanism, such as vacancy removal, in order to
maintain near-constant average atomic density. The sce-
nario for structural relaxation thus goes as follows: unre-
laxed amorphous Si and Ge are continuous random
networks with up to a few atomic percent of vacancy-
type defects [19] (leading to significantly undercoordi-
nated material) surrounded by material under significant
compressive stress (hence the distorted angles and com-
pressed tetrahedrons). Thermal annealing provides atomic
mobility as required for defect removal which is accom-
panied by relaxation of the compressed tetrahedrons to-
wards nearly ideal volumes and a reduction in average
bond-angle distortion. It is a testament to the power of
RDF-type analysis of high quality data that many elements
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of this scenario (bond length, average density, coordination
number, average bond-angle distortion, average tetrahe-
dron size and volume, and even defect density [5]) can
be deduced directly from the diffraction data.
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